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TEMPO MANUFACTURING EXECUTION SYSTEM

Produce high-quality therapies 
on time, every time
Despite incredible therapeutic innovations, the process for 
manufacturing them is stuck in the past. 

Apprentice helps life science manufacturers transition to 
a new way of operating with a fl exible, cloud-based 
manufacturing execution system (MES).

Designed with pharma manufacturing in mind
Make the transition to modern manufacturing with an MES 
designed exclusively for pharma.

Using the latest in AR and cloud technology, our MES is built 
for the manufacturing of the future. Its cloud-based 
architecture enables continuous production, while no-code 
integrations power equipment and system automation. 
Customizable features adapt your process to batches of all 
sizes and complexity.

Give your operators the power and precision to execute better. 
Our MES supplies AR, AI, and voice recognition in a full suite 
of wearable, mobile, and desktop devices.

Modernize with a purpose-built MES
Legacy paper-based processes won’t hold up to the demands 
of new therapies or the pressures of new production methods. 
That’s why we built our MES: to help you transition to a new way 
of operating.

Flexibility for all types of batches

Cell and gene therapies demand production 
fl exibility. Scale your batches up and down with 
reusable templates and parameterized values.

Real-time visibility for continuous production

In today’s automated world, continuous 
production is no longer optional. Centralize 
information across your teams and sites so 
you can better plan drug production and 
orchestrate execution.

Technology that empowers your team

Today’s operators and scientists expect 
professional tech to work like their personal 
apps. Work better with an intuitive, easy-to-use 
system that’s designed for no code.

Learn how a global biotech fi rm cut their batch release time in half
Our client recently executed their fi rst fully paperless end-to-end batch with Tempo MES. 
They converted 10+ paper procedures to digital steps in 2 weeks. They swapped paper 
binders for digital iPad instructions, captured exceptions with photos and videos, and 
reviewed operator data in real time to provide instant feedback.

Changing the tempo
With $140M in funding and a 12x growth rate 
15 of the top 20 pharma leaders trust Apprentice.
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Easily track and manage 
resources
• Streamline resource management so 

inputs are ready anywhere, anytime.

• Precise resource management that’s 
automatically updated through 
integrations to IoT equipment

• Structures that refl ect the hierarchies, 
profi les, and statuses of critical 
operating elements

• Material lifecycle and work-in-process 
inventory information with weigh and 
dispense and inventory management 

• During procedures, system-generated 
QR labels or 1d/2d barcodes scan 
in equipment

Release batches faster with 
built-in quality control
• Prevent issues and review records 

in one place.

• Conditions and exceptions built into 
procedures enable out-of-the-box 
review and release by exception

• Address issues in real time with 
notifi cations and a 21 CFR Part 11 
compliant electronic signature system

• Automated data capture 
instantly documents critical batch 
run information

• Centralized quality log through 
integrations to Quality Management 
System

Make right fi rst-time 
execution the standard
• Give operators the tools and 

instructions to execute accurately. 

• Audio and text instructions enhanced 
with photo, video, and AR overlays 
make each procedure step clear

• Mobile app and voice-enabled 
wearable headset allows operators to 
take digital procedures with them 

• Minimize non-conformities by 
preventing step completion if a value is 
outside of the predefi ned range

• IoT integrations automatically compute 
values, minimizing human 
calculation error

Build batches that scale
Scale batches up or down to size, complexity, or customization.

• No-code procedure authoring that enables individuals to create 
procedures regardless of their technical knowledge

• Live-group editing lets your team simultaneously develop 
procedures

• Advanced step capabilities like parallel execution, or branching 
and enforcement logic support complex processes

• Out-of-the-box integrations and a robust API let you connect to 
custom and 3rd-party apps

• Generic and parameterized templates to kickstart authoring

Secure & Compliant
Purpose-built for pharma’s stringent security and validation 
requirements including GDPR ready, GMP and ISO 27001 certifi ed, 
and a secure and streamlined SSO authentication experience.


